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BOYD NAYLOR'S PL-4 PROJECT
Our Technical Counselor. Jim Stephenson, of
Marshall , Mf, reports that after 14 years of
meticulous ettort. Boyd Naylor's PL-4 has taken to
the air. It has a Continental 65 hp engine and he
reports that his care In building "Is highly renecte<I
in the excellent craftsmanship and attention to
detail". When Boyd started flying his plane, he ran
Into a tachometer which was reading 12% In error.
l--le acquired a strobe tachometer for comparison

' -and was able to determine the error in reading. As
a result, the propeller was lhe proper propeller for
the engine, and the RPM's are in a normal region.
Ha has encountere<I no other significant problems
with the PL-4 and enjoys flying It around the
Kalamazoo area. He was a participant In the
"High on Kal amazoo 199 0": static display
ooordinate<I by Chapter 221.

CRAIG DACHTERA'S
MARQUART CHARGER
Technical Counselor. Bob Eckstein, of Brooklyn Park,
MN, reports on Craig's Charger. This Charger is set up
with the initial rigging check. The airplane is so large that
he barely had room to do the rigging check in the
basement. As a result of Bob's recommendation, he
used a transit to aid in the rigging check. He was able to
get a very accurate reading check ol the airplane. As a

result of his fine workmanship all his dimensions were
\...,Nilhin the tolerances listed on lhe drawings.

ASSISTANT EDITOR:
Debra Michels

Visit Reports From Some
Technical Counselors
BOB NELSON 'S FRLCONRR TERL - MOOIFIED

Bob gets some flight time In the Teal fuselage. The
aircraft has been modified and is a taildragger with a
short nose. He has Cessna 172 landing gear legs with
extenders to rotate forward to 180 degrees. "It only
looks as If I am In the cockpit.·

Rigging with the transit to flt the wings and fit
and weld up the lift struts homebuilt tip tanks
for droop tips, also two Inboard tank bays are.._

visible.

This Is a Volmer type retractable gear modified
to use farm hayrake springs instead of the huge
coil springs.

FRANK RUSSELL'S RV-6A PROJECT
Frank stands beside his pride and joy. A few
years ago he was an avid sailboater and
decided to fearn to fly. He learned In a Cessna
150, joined EM Chapter 160 and decided to
build a Tri-gear RV-6. Technical Counselor, Fred
Shyler of Fairview, PA, reports "he made a good
choice because I think the RV people put out
one of the best kits I've ever come across·. All
the welded parts and sheet metal brake work is
out of this wocfd!
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FRANK RUSSELL'S
RV-6A PROJECT

DAVID GRANGER'S
MITCHELL U2 PROJECT

Fred Shyler reports that Frank Russell's practice of
dimpling and riveting has paid off as he Is doing
excellent work. He also has a couple of chapter
buddies trained to buck rivets for him. He has a
factory new 160 hp Lycoming on order and it will be
installed. All internal parts and closed areas are
being treated to prevent corrosion. Both wings are
being worked on together. This is all according to
lhe plans.

David is a recent Technical Counselor whose
expertise Is ultralights. The above picture shows lhe
Mitchell U2 finished being palnUng .

GREG LARSON'S RV-4

This picture shows members of the Maple Lake,
Minnesota Chapter 878 who braved the snowstorm
to see lhe project The wings that are not shown are
assembled as are many other components. Greg's
wife provided us with cake, cookies. coffee or juice to
'Tlake It a very pleasant visit Reported by Technical
1
~ Counselor, Ellsworth Jorgenson of Annandale_
. MN.

Greg is the person on the left In this photograph
explaining some of the metal work. The fuselage is
in a very precise jig and ready for riveting. Greg mes
for an airline and is proceeding very carefully and
should have a fine plane.
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Engines

I_ . . . ,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. . . . ._ _ _ _ _!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. , _
CHEETAH ENGINE MISS FINALLY SOLVED/
From the American Star
Publication of the
American Yankee Associatio n
By Joe B. Woods
Ever since I bought my 1976 Cheetah in July 01
1988, it has had an intermittent miss. I assumed It
wasn·t anything serious, so I kept flying the plane
and also kept trying to fix the problem.
At one point, I thought I had narrowed the problem
down to one ol the magnetos, so I had the left mag
replaced. No change. Even reversing the spark
plugs on each cylinder and then reversing the plug
wires on each cylinder did not help the problem.
Thinking It might be fuel related, I replaced the
main venturi nozzle In the carburetor with an
improved version but the problem persisted. But II
still seemed to be fuel related because I noticed that
the engine would not lean properly no matter what
the altitude, and that the EGT always read high. as
much as 1600 to 1650 F. But in full power climbs the
EGT was a more nonnal 1450 F.
One day while descending at about 2200 RPM,
the miss was a little worse. so out of frustration I
started trying to remedy it by leaning the mixture.
This made the problem worse, although I had to pull
the mixture control out about one to one and a hall
inches before it had any effect. Then , wlth lhe
mix1ure full rich, I pulled on the carburetor heat and
to my surprise. the engine RPM increased and it ran
smoothly! (The engine was evidently not getting
enough fuel and the hot air coming in from the carb
heat inlet had the effect of enriching the mixture.)
In tracking the problem down, I knew that the
engine had enough fuel for full power operations••
thus there was not a blockage In the luel line or the
main ventu ri nozzle . Bu t with full throttle, th e
carburetor opens up other passages to richen the
mixtu,e fot bettet engine cooling. My problem had to
be elsewhere.
Examining the carburetor while the duct from the
ai r box w as still attached to it (lower cowling
,emoved), I noticed a hole in th e bottom of the
carburetor. This hole Is an air pressure equalization
tube. It allows ambient air pressure to ente, the fuel
reservoir bowl, where the tloat is located. Some of
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the air be ing channeled i nto the carburetor Is
supposed l o pressurize this tube to provide more
pressure in the float bowl than there is in the main
venturi so that fuel will be fotoed up (or sucked out
of) the main venturi nozzle. This tube was partially
obstructed by the air inlet duct from the air box in
such a way that it created a venturi of its own. So
Instead of air being forced up the t ube , it was
actually being sucked out of the tube. c1eating a

vacuum in the carburetor bowl. This caused less
fuel to be forced up the main venturi nozzle and
made the mlxtu,e too lean for most conditions of
flight.
Atter installing a new air duct (making sure nooe
of the n ew duct pro truded over t he p ressure
equalization tube) . my Cheetah ran g reat. The
engine no longe, misses and EGT readings are
regularly In the 1400 to 1450 F. range.
So, if your Cheetah has an lntenntttent miss. try
the carburetor heat test. It might save you the
unnecessary purchase of a magneto and a main
venturi nozzle, no1 to mention a tot ct headaches.

EXHAUST VALVE RETAINER
Int'!. 180/185 Cessna Club

·we wrote a.bout swallowing an exhaust valve
and the ensuing excitement in an earlier issue; all
alter a brand new top overhaul. The problem is that
the new Rote Coil valve spring retainers can
interfere with older rocker aims during the stroke.
which cracks the valve keepers and drops the valve
Into the cylinder to which the piston protesteth
vlolenUy.
The old OK fixed retainer is Continental part no.
35971. The new Roto Coil retainer no. is 62911 7.
All exhaust rocker anns have part number A24S15
regardless of whethet they are the old •meatier·
ones like ours or not; you can't ten. If you have a
valve job and they install the Roto Coll retainers.
ensure checking the clea,ance on all cylinders for
the full stroke or you too can enjoy a vlbratin,,_
massage through the seat cushion while you search
for 3300 yards of flat field."

=

CONTI NENTRL SERIJ I CE
BULLETIN M89-9

AIRSPEED VS. WATER PRESSURE
(INCHES H20)
40 MPH= .79 H2O Limits For A-65. C-75, C-85,
C-90 and 0-200

SUBJECT: EII CESSIUE CRRNKCASE
PRESSURES

44 MPH • 1.00 H~ Limits ForC-145, 0-300,
G0-300, 10-346

COMPLIANCE: INF ORMATION ONLY
The

followlng

troubleshooting

test

Is

recommended when excessive crankcase pressures
are suspected. For some time we have been
recommending the use of an airspeed indicator as a
substitute for a water manometer. The indicator can
be plumbed Into a field modilied oll cap, dipstick
housing or ring plug. depending on engine model. to

determine excessive aankcase pressure.
The engine with timing plugs can be modified or
use PIN 630415 plug which is already drilled for
attachment of the fitting for the airspeed indicator.
On engines that incorporate a separate dip stick
tube, the rubber hose to the airspeed indicator can
be connected directly to this tube and secured with a

clamp.

By using the following table it will be possible to
obtain actual water pressure (in H2O) when

'L checking a suspect engine. Run engine on the
ground at full power to checl< for excessive pressure.
If the pressures are excessive, then check me
system with crankcase breather system
disconnected from the engine vent standpipe. If the
p ressure then d rops appreciably the breather
system should be checked for possible blockage
caused by. but not limited to, the air oil separator,
collapsed lines, sludge build up, wet vacuum pump,
etc.
After disconnecting the breather system, If the
pressure is still high the cylinders should be checked
for blow-by.
If the aircraft has an air oil separator installed in
the breather system it will cause a higher airspeed
reading when connected because of the b ack
pressure. When the ground run has been finished
and no excessive pressures are found the breather
system should be reinstalled.

t:/Il/Jr. Excessive crankcase pressure in flight can be
induced by ram air entering through an improper
f#ting oil cap seal and/or defective crankshaft nose
\l,.... seal. If the problem occurs on tutbocharged engines
only ar higher a/fitudes, then ii is possible that the
turbocharger Is suspect.

ENGINE TIPS
FRO!,f. THE COJfPUTER LINE
1.) Javelin Ford. The prop shaft turned In both front
and rear bearings. Upon inspection. the shaft under
the front bearing was found to be worn to 0.003
undersized and the rear bearing to 0.020 under. The
shaft was knurled under the beari ng race and
returned to service.

2.) Quicksilver, Rotax Engine. Concerning the use
of RED Locklite to help secure the block from sliding
• I used red Lockttte on mine and have put over 100

hours on it with no problems. I also replaced the
collar retaining cap screw (which is of clleap quality}
with a Grade 8 cap screw which allowed me to
tighten the collar much tighter than before.
3.) Teenie Two • VW Engine & Posa Carburetor.
The Posa carbure to r needle worked l oose on
takeoff. Caused a loss of power due to an overty
rich mixture. Too much vib<atlon in this environment
tor this carb. No more tapered needle slide carbs for
this builder. Carb had been reworked by mfg.

Required Documents
Aboard An Airplane

· Airworthiness Certificate
- RegisVation Papers
- Radio Station License (ii a radio is installed)
• OperaUng Limitations (owner/operators
manual, placards)
- Weight & Balance Data
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Safety
CAIJALIER ACCIDENT

FUEL LINE I.D.(fnside Diameter)

FAA Recommendations
The Cavalier had a fatal accident; it crashed
shortly after tal<eoff. Aircraft took off normally to an
altitude of 50 to 150 ll, the engine sputtered, caught,
and then quit completely. The pilot turned the
aircraft back to the runway, stalled and cclllded with
the ground in an almost straight down attitude.
The FAA and the NTSB determined the probable
cause: The FAA believes the aircraft accident cculd
have been avoided if the aircraft was equipped with
an engine driven fuel pomp as well as the electrically
driven pump installed. They who were assisted by a
representative from Textron Lycoming, ccufd not find
any mechanical reason for the engine to quit. There
was a small amount of luet in the carburetor but
apparently not enough to make the engine run. In
most low wing alrcralt there are two luel pumps, one
engine driven and one electrically driven with a
switch that the pilot can control. The electrically
driven fuel pump on this ai rcraft was in the off
position when the inspector arrived at the scene of
the accident and tnere was no engine driven pomp
installed. In a climb attitude with tne electric pump
off and depending entirely on gravity leed fn a low
wing aircraft, this is a rather dangerous position to be
In.
A strong suggestion from the Aviation Safety
Inspector Is to have an engine driven fuel pump
installed as well as the electrically driven pump. This
recommendation could be extended to all amateur
built, low wing aircraft with the luel tanks located in
the wings.

SPARK PLUG GAPPING NOTE
Light Plane Maintenance

May 1991
I suggest that tne one gapper is a "precise gap
tool" lrom Aircraft Spruce and that others don't work
well. This is lor massive electrodes and it sells for
$7.95.

Also from an unknown source, we have the
following suggestions. When an i nspector had
made a point ol witnessing a fuel tlow check, the fuel
system compri sed ol 3/8 0/0 tubing and AN-6
filUngs, a luel llow ot 29 to 30 GPH was obtained in
each case.
In one instance, the fuel flow obtained was 18
GPH. Investigation by the builder disclosed that the
fuel selector valve cone and gallery had 1/4 inch
orifices(I.O.). although tne rest of the system was 318
inch(I.D.).
While a minimum size of tubing is governed by
the fuel flow requirements of the engine, serious
consideration should be given to the lact that hJel
lines of less than 3/8 VD have the ability to hold a
vapor or air lock. and can prevent water
contamination from being passed through the
system to the hJel filter bowl, witn obvious hazardous

consequences.
It is recommended that the homebuilder give'-'
careful consideration to the following points:

a.) The minimum fuel flow requirement is:
i) 1.5 times the take-<>ff lull power luel
ccnsumption al tne engine for gravity
systems.(Taken lrom FAR. Pa/123.955)
ii) 1.25 times the take-off lull power luel
consumption ot the engine lor pomp
systems.(Tal<en lrom FAR, Part 23.955)
b.) The use ol 3/8" minimum outside
diameter tubing and AN•6 linings paying
particular attention to the fitting size of
the Ivel selector valve and tne fuel bowl.
c.) The use ol bulkhead fittings on the
llrewall.

d.} The use of aircraft materials lor fuel lines
and hoses.
e.} Metal tube is sized by 0.0. Pipe & hose
are sized by 1.0. AN•6 = 6/16
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CANADIAN FUE L FLOW TEST
Test Fuel - Drai n at Carburetor,
,;--Add _
Gallons.(See Note 2)

H

I

ry;-:
' ,

I

~I

Inlet to Carburetor ~

!~
0

Gallon Container
Block w heels up o n Drums,
etc. carefully.

~H•

Vertical Distance Above Carburetor Inlet In
lnclles.

Best angle of climb
altitud e for tes t.
First test should give head value where fuel first
began to flow; time for this test should be Infinite.
Second test should be at required head shown

Required "H"• As Per Engine Type Specification
& Carouretor Installation.

above.

REQUIRED FLOW:

that which is required.

One gallon in less than _ _ _ minutes and
_ _ _ seconds at required head pressure.

NOTES:

Third test should be at the head pressure below

1.) The carburetor inlet titting must be attaclled to
the fuel hose for these tests.
TEST#

1

H (Inch)

TIME TO FLOW 1 GAL.

2.) The quantity of fuel in the tank may not exceed
the amount established as the unusable fuel supply
for that tank plus that necessary to show compliance
with this test.

2
3

3.) Gravity systems: The fuel flow rate for the
gravity systems (main and reserve supply) must be
1500/o of the takeoff fuel consumption of the engine.
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Technical Tips

I,.....,,...,,...,,...,,.,._...,,...,,...................,,...,,...,,........................_ _,,....................._ _,,...,,....~ Spinner Installation
KR Newsletter
March, 199 1
See if this story doesn't sound familiar; you finally
get some time on Sunday afternoon to work on your
KR project, the weather is cooperating, you're not
depriving the family of any quality time, you're
motivated, the parts are on the bench, bio-mythms
are in sync, you are master of all you see, until ...
I need to install my spinner. At least. get II
snugged onto the prop hub so I can start the cowl
installation. Remembering that there's a how-to
chapter in one of Tony Bingelis' homebuilding bibles,
t·m reading along only d iscover that the high guru
suggests to ·use a lathe lo tum a wooden plug" that
will be used to align the spinner backplate with the
prop hub faceplate. A lathe! Turn a plug! With one
short sentence. my afternoon is abOut to be shot.
Not to be ou tdo ne, a search fo r a two-inch
•somethi ng· to use as an a lig n men t guide is
launched. The tomato paste can is close but 100 big.
No two-inch dowels laying around nor is there
anything In wife's sewing slutt. Mild anxiety attack
now on short final.
Back In the shop, I'm opening and closing doors
and drawers at warp speed as the afternoon slips by.
Just as I shove a tool drawer closed, I spot
something that may save the day. Grabbing for the
heavy drawer with just enough speed to i nsure

~

'"I/

At:>1>11-16, WC\\11-lE Thf'a
U~12DU..T o i"e~t> DIAM,
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that my fingers are inside at the exact instant of
cl osing, the yelling brings family and a few
neighbors. I spend the balance of the day nursing a
swollen hand but sure of how I'll accomplish the
spinner chore ... when I next get some time.
Anyway, t didn' t have to buy a l athe, which
pleased my wife and allows me to live Indoors for
awhile longer. The "something" that saved the
spinner project was nothing more than a roll of
adding machi ne tape. Unwinding the big roll of
paper to the exact required diameter and securing it
with a dab of scotch tape solved the plug problem.
The rest of the l ob w ent smoothly lust as Tony
instructed. Now I'm sorry I wrote him lhat nasty

letter about his RV-6. II also looks like I'll be able to
play the violin again ... old joke.
The use of a drill press is mandatory. Alter drilling
the first hole, push a boll lhru the faceplate/backplate
parts and into the wood blocl<lng. This will prevent
any accidental slippage during the remainder of the
drilling operation. Align the bit carefully with the
faceplate, clamp the worl<, and drill slowly to avoid
tearing the thin aluminum.

Monie MIiier
1900 Parkside
Denton, TX 76201
(817)566-5871

-

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEIT BOLTS
By Martin Hollman
Ai rcraft Designs
April/May 1991
Every par! that goes into !he construction of an
aircraft is critical. Seemingly insignificant parts often
play very essential roles. Examples of these small
bul vital parts are the bolts !hat hold much of our
aircraft together. Because the hardware involved In
aircraft are subjected to extreme stress and
demanding conditions. It is absolutely Imperative
Iha! the bolts be of the highest quality. Many bolts
are being substituted for lower grade bells. These
counterfeit bolls are of substandard quality and pose
a possible risk. The manufacturers of the bolts are
able to mass produce the hardware at a lower cost
by usi ng cheaper grades of steel and usi ng
nonstandard heal treatment. These lower grade
substitutes are becoming Increasing common.
Examine any bolts you purchased recently. The
following key will help ldenlify counterfeit bolts. Be
wary of all Grade sand Grade 8 fasteners of foreign
origin that do not have any manu facture r's
headmarks.
Note: Grade 5 bolts have three marks. Grade 8
L bolts have six. The headmark (if any) will normally
be in the center of the head. A hollow triangle as
illustrated below Is a suspect counterfeit bolt and
should be replaced.

--------

The following headmarks manufactured by the
indicated companies are suspect fasteners. Any

suspected counterfeits should be replaced wilh
known quality fasteners.

HEADMARK

MANUFACTURER

A
NF
H
M
MS
Hollow Triangle
E
KS
RT
FM
KY
J
UNY

Asohi Mfg. (Japan)
Nippon Fasteners (Japan)
Hinomoto Metal (Japan)
Mlnamida Sicybo (Japan)
Minato Kogyp (Japan)
lnfasoo
Daiei (Japan)
Kosaka Kogyo (Japan}
Takai Ud. (Japan)
Fastener Co. of Japan
Kyoei Mfg. (Japan}
Jinn Her (Taiwan)
Unylile (Japan)

Editor's Note: EAA Heartquarters has been
contacterJ by U.S. Customs in Florida and the stato
of Washington regarding the counterfeit situation.
This is a SERIOUS p,oblem. The problem is that it
became known as a way to make a great doat of
money and ii is obvious you can see that both
Taiwan and Japan hopper! on the bandwagon. We
have had literally thousanrts of pounrts of these
bogus bolts stopped by Customs anrt the process is
an ongoing one. The problem is that a great number
of these bolts are in the plpellne and in the hands of
suppliers to date. At this time, there is a new
congressional mandate that manufacturers must
supply their rtistributors with full technicaJ Information
on tho bolts they manufacture. Apparently, the
distributors are not required to do the same for
wholesalers or retailers unless specifically
requested. Probably the best thing is to specl/ical/y
ask the supplier tor further information on the bolts.
ft will end up costing everyone more but this is about
tho only way to be sure. The other thing to rto is to
either have Rockwell or Brinne/1 han:lness tests on a
group of bolts you buy. In particular. this would apply
to propeller. wing anrt lanrtlng gear attach bolts or
any bolts that are operating near the maximum of
their strength. The Government agency that is
taking the most action on this is U.S. Customs and in
particular t want to thank Ed Smith of tho Tampa
o/fice for bringing this to our attention again. If you
would like a copy of their quality act, House Rule
3000, rtated November 16, 1990, you can wri te to
EAA, Information Services for it. Many thanks to
Ccngressman Thomas Petri, WI Congressman, for
supplying us a copy of this law.
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SHEET METAL GAUGES
The following Is a partial gauge to thickness chart.

18 Gauge = .040
20 Gauge= .032

22 Gauge = .026

PRODUCT NOTE:
ALTIMETER VARIOMETER
An altimeter varlom eter for hand carryi ng.
•
electronic style is available from a company called'--·
Pretel of France, distributed by K & C High Tecll,
Inc., 6299-7 Powers Avenue, Jacksonville, FL
32217. telephone (904)739-0042. There are three
d ifferent models availabl e for $257 to $404 in
miniaturized electronic style.

24 Gauge - .018

26 Gauge= .010
28 Gauge= .002
There have been various sheet metal gauges
used a nd this I believe Is the one that is most
oommon to many of the older aircraft.

"SIMPLE GREEN"
Light Plane Maintenance
May 1991
A suggestion for an i te m known as "Simple
Green", is a cleaning substance when tt is added to
water. It makes an excellent wash agent for the
exterior because it leaves no residue and won't
oorrode aluminum. It is what they use to degrease
the waterfowl taken from Prince William Sound and
the Saudi shoreline. It's an alkaline, phosphate-free
non-flammable, non-abrasive product, and can be
flushed down the drain with Impunity. 11 can be used
full strength on engines, tires and exhaust. Most
olller applications call for a 1 :8 dilution with water.
You can buy the product through Simple Green
Division of Sunshine Makes Inc., 15922 Pacific
Coast Hwy.. Hunti ngton Harbor, CA 92649,
telephone (213)592-2844.

Editor's Note:

Now it someone would make a
biodegradable paint remover--

ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE
FIBERGLASS TYPE
REINFORCING MATERIAL
There is a new product sold under the trademark.
RoMHOglas r". Conductive mat is a non.woven
fabric mat composed of a dense i ntersecting
network of very fine aluminum coated glass fibers.
Why a conductive mat? For the insides of fuel tanks
a nd other applications for lig htning and static
electricity protection. Contact Lundy Electronics &
Systems, Inc., Lundy Technical Center, 3901 N.E.
12th Avenue, Pompano Beach, FL 33064,
telephone (305)943•1500.

TECHNICAL TIPS
By Jack Hickey
When you mix up glue, use a plastic French's
mustard conta iner and mix the glue in another
container first He always mixes a bit more than ha
needs and If he has a lot left over he puts it in tho

refrigerator for not more than 3 hours and can
usually find something else to glue up. Needless 10
say, the must8ld container has to be washed up well
1
before it sets up. lrs cheap & clean!

PUC WHEEL CHOCKS
Coupe Capers
Ercoupe Owners Club Newsletter

NOTE
All Technical Counselors renew this December.
Your renewal w/11 be good for (2) yoars through
December 1993. Watch for the renewal form in the

mail.
Thanks,
Ben
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Have you seen this--made of PVC pipe.

Notices
SERVICE DIFFICULTY REPORTS
Mooney Aircraft
During runup prior to takeoff, pilot reported pulling
th rottle cable out of panel. Throttle cable had
separaled internally and was not detected during
Inspections.

Piper Aircraft
One of the high shea.r nuts was found craci<ed
and loose at the wing spa.r attachment fitting. There
were no signs of hard landing discovered on this

aircraft.
Israel Aircraft
Our'ing inspection. mechanic noticed bubbles in
paint on left aileron push-pull rod, unable to visually
detect any problem. X-ray inspection disclosed tube

rusting from inside out.

The Safe Substitutions
of
Certified Rircraft Materi 11 l s
By Jack Hickey, Panama C ity, FL

v

Over the years it has been assumed that only
41 30 steel could be used in the construction of a
homebuilt. This assumption Is not correct.
There are good steels that can be used safely
and with a dramatic reduction in cost.
Now it is not my intention to advocate totally the
use of other steels in the construction of a homebuilt
aircraft but rather to point out that there a.re other
s teels that can be used i n certai n types of
homebuilts.
For the Sunday pea-patch flyer like myself, the
majority of homebuilder s and the potential
homebuilder who has held off from building that
dream-mach i ne because of the h ig h cost of
, materials, this oould be the answer.
Remember when 3/4" x .035 tubing cost $.78 per
foot? (Hey, it wasn't that long ago.) Well, that is
exactly what I paid for ii In 1988. The difference

being that I went to a different grade of steel. If you
have c hecked prices today you will find that the
same size tube will now cost nearly $3.00 ... and still
going up.
Now I would never claim to be a pioneer in the
use ol 1025 grade sleel, but rather a person who has
rediscovered the use of a cheaper but sale material
to build with.
Everyone knows what a Cub Is, and most of us
have flown them and felt sale in them. How many
really rough landings by that heavy handed student
pilot? Well that bird was built of 1025 grade steel.
Most alrcralt before the war were built of the milder
steels and are still around today.
What I am saying is ... use the less expensive steel
tt ii is a pea-patch flyer and save as much as 75% of
the cost.
Something like a Pitts Special of oourse dictates
the use of the 4130 grade steels. Common sense
rules...
Welding is straight forward with no special rules
except to use a slightly carbonizing flame. I really
could not tell the difference in welding the 4 130 or
the 1025 steel.
When ordering the milder steel, make sure that it

is D.QM....drawn over mandrel. Do not ever use
tubing of any grade that has a seam.
When I say 1025 grades of steel, I include 1018
lo 1025 as the difference is minimal.
Please refer to the chart on the next page for
strength and general use. The weight of the different
grades are nea.rty the same when talking of the two
grades that we are interested in. Please note that
the 1025 says ...structural tubing,..moderate sttength,
and the 4130 only says structural tubing,
Of course, it wlll make no difference what type of
material you use if the workmanship is poor. Talk to
your local Technical Counselor and don't be afraid to
ask questions. Enjoy your project and good flying.

DID YOU KNOW?
Amateur built aircra ft have a safety record
approximately equal to type certificated aircraft.
However-- like th e type certificated ai rcraft,
approximately 25% of amateur built accidents are
caused by engine failure,
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SUMMARY OF AIRCRAFT STEELS
Specifi.c)tion
,"IN Aero
Navy

S.A.E. l'luroer
101�
1020
1025

Sor
Sor
Sheet
Tubing

PN-W,..S-6-46
J'IN�S-1546
�1'1-0>S-651
AN-.-M-1'-846

48-19

51-107-9
-46522 S7-107-9
4?S17 S7-1J6-3
49Tl 57-180-1

1035

57-107-20

1045
1095

Wire
Sheet

\'ilre

2320
2330
2515
3115
JHO
3250

Bar

Bar

AN-00-S-t,89

Bar

NH;Q-S-690

Bar
Bar

Bar

)312
X4130

Bar
Bar
Ael-<X)-S-684
Sheet
AN-W-S-685
't\Jbing--round ,ll'/4'M-!-850
Tubing-stra1.9nt
line
'140
/>N-<X)-S-752

Bar
AN-W-S-756
Bar
Bar
Bar
Bar
At,k,."'Q-S- 681
Wire
.�S-688
Bar
6195
Silioon-0\raniun Rod
Nitridinc; Steel F'crgi ngs
CosLings
Steel Cls.:ings
X�340
�615
6115
6135
6150

4S-25
47$.1.5 57-J.36-6
22Wl.1 48-26
57-107-12
�6S21 57-101-11
57-107...18
57-107-26
57-107-J
57-107..6
�6S23
47S14
44T18
44Tl7

57-107-22
51..107-19
57-136-B
57-180•2
57-183

46S23

10083

46S28

:1062

• • • • t

57-107-10
46525 �i-107-2
46S24 $7-107-5
46S31 �e-1
57-107-H
-46SJ.l 51-107-24
ll07S
�6S30
,gso 57-64-1

Soft wu-e foe wrappin9
and loc!<!J,g
Clseha:c.'detle(I Pd,rtS
Machined pacts; nvt.:;
Intncate S�..t"f fittings
Structural t'J!>ing--ir«ie.rate
strength
Light forguigs; SULr'll'.l.s.rd.
parts
Tie rods
rlat Sheet SPr'ir'l9'$
Coil sprir.gs
Cas�part$
C--.achi."'led part.$; J>llU
Caseharoer.ed pa:t"t$
Caseha.m,ened paru
t-'.ach.ined parts
High 3t�ngth gears
and spl.itie.$
Caseh.a----&:ned parts.
St:rt.Jctural !itti.--ig:s
Structural �heet fittin9s
Structural wbing
Structural t\lbi.ng
High·sr:-engt.� fittings
a.'"ld forgings
rorged ;parts: i:,ro�l.l.er hu'os
Casehardened parts
Casehardened parts
Forged parts: propeller hubs
Propeller caws & s.nap rings
All imporr.anc springs
&11 bearings
inport.lnt spr:ings
Nitrided p,.rt&
Steel castings

OISCLAJMEA
The EAA pr.sents !ht male&:$ and weas hetet'I ¢d'I as a Clearing heuse <ii 1ntor�11on and 3$ a ro,vm IOt the
exchango of KS&as and opinions. No responsibiity or iatlilily is assumed. eiqxessod or implied as to lhe suitability,
accuracy, safety or -.,proval (hereof. Any party using the sugges1lons, Ideas o r e)Camples expressed herein does
so a1 his own risk and discretion and without rec::otno against anyonu. Any materials published herein may be
reprinted M1hout permission. Please crecl1 the original source of lhe materials. and the TECHNICAL COUNSELOA
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